
舞名 Birdy

2017

2018
Birdy

TITLE Birdy
choreographer Hung-Chung LAI
dancers I-Han CHENG, Lin-Yi CHIEN

This piece was choreographed in 2017 for the solo 
piece in the very beginning. Afterward, the piece was 
changed into the duet and expend the duration from 6 
minutes to 15 minutes.  In 2018. Hung Dance reworked 
this duet and turned the piece into the f irst ful l- length 
choreographic work “Boundless”.

In this duet, the female dancer dreams of a l ife of a bird 
and the male dancer symbolizes a supporter,  a cage, a 
heart of mirror and a dream. However, in reality,  people 
often feel trapped in their own l itt le bubbles because 
of different morality,  a different belief,  different ideal,  
and different responsibil ity.  We say to ourselves that 
we can’t always follow our heart and do whatever we 
want to do in order to chase the dream. We are trapped 
in the cage we build for ourselves. In this work, the 
female dancer wears a special headpiece called “Ling 
Zi” .  Its long pheasant tai l  feathers often were worn on 
warriors’ helmets in traditional Chinese opera in order 
to present the warriors’ power and skil l .  In this duet, 
“Ling Zi” presents an image of a bird, an extension of 
inner emotions, a desire to escape from reality.  “Ling 
ZI’ ’  swings around as the dancer moves through space 
to express the real struggles and battle on the inside.
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舞名 自我擱淺

. . . . . .

TITLE Wander in Shallow
choreographer Tzu-Wen HO 

Stranded in a predicament, I  can neither get into the 
ocean nor come ashore; I  am often struggling with 
contradictions as if  my heart is trapped at the bottom 
of the sea while my rationality has remained on the 
shore. Reluctantly,  I  am forced to wander the shallow 
waters for al l  eternity.

舞名 未央

 

TITLE Not Ended
choreographer Chia-Hsien HSU
dancers Ge-Zhe CHEN, He-Yi KUO

Time elapses too quickly,  and we have never met or 
parted; stop for a moment to say I  love you.
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舞名 躁症  

TITLE I broke up with
      that sound
      last night
Choreographer Yu-Hsuan HUANG
Dancers Chueh-Kai KUO, Jia-Ling TSAI,
Liang-Chieh CHUANG, Ying-Chieh LU

Day after day, we continue to embrace new things, and 
the sense of impetuousness lurking within wil l  one day 
resur face; the passage of t ime has let us forget how to 
remedy the circumstances.
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舞名 我把部分的孤獨
    帶入人群

TITLE Partial loneliness
      is carried
      into the crowd

choreographer Chueh-Kai KUO
dancers Tzu-Wen HO Zi-Yin ZENG Tz-Shiun JIAN

Solitude is part and parcel of being human, concealed 
between oneself & people & meandering constantly 
in-between; as one mingles in the crowd, it is one's 
desire to gain insight into every detail.
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中場休息  INTERMISSION 
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舞名 困

TITLE Trap
choreographer, dancer I-Han CHENG

Trapped inside the body. You are constantly sighing 
silently. As I 'm befuddled, you continue to struggle. 
Neither of us seems capable of determining who we are.

舞名 蒙娜麗莎

TITLE Mona Lisa
choreographer Zong-Ling Li
dancers Liang-Chieh Chuang, Zi-Ying ZENG, 
Tzu-Wen HO, Ying-Chieh LU

Inspired by Mona Lisa, the physical appearance of 
women conforming to the prescribed social norms is 
explored.
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舞名 片刻空白

TITLE Blank Pages  

choreographer, dancer Li-An HSU

As I distance myself from everything in l ife and forge 
ahead purposelessly, I  am waiting for the moment of 
self-enlightenment.
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舞名 涔涔

TITLE Dear Stream
choreographer I-Han CHENG
dancers Jia-Ling TSAI,  Zi-Yin ZENG, Tzu-Wen HO, 
Liang-Chieh CHUANG, Ying-Chieh LU, Meng-Yuan LIU, 
Ting-Jhen HE, Tz-Shiun JIAN

The excruciating pain of the pummell ing rain drowns 
out the twisted expressions, and holding up an umbrel-
la is futi le.  

AWARDS

 
2021

NDA Yo Ho Sik
2020 New Dance for Asia Asian 

Solo & Duo Challenge for Masdanza / ASDCM) .

—

TAIWAN-Chiayi New Style Choreography Present-
ed by Artistic Director Kuo Yu-Wen, the recipients of 
the award wil l  be invited to participate in the  2021 
Chiayi New Style Choreography  with new creations 
inspired by Chiayi 's local culture. 

KOREA - NDA Presented by Artistic Director Yo Huk 
Sik, the recipients of the award may partake in  Asian 
Solo & Duo Challenge for Masdanza/ASDCM at the 
2020 New Dance For Asia.



翃舞製作介紹  H U N G  DA N C E

2017 5 5

15  35 
 72 

Hung Dance is a contemporary dance troupe founded 
on May 5, 2017, by choreographer Hung-Chung Lai,  
who is also its Artistic Director. The name of the troupe 
“Hung” symbolizes soaring into the sky.

Inspired by oriental creative elements and its trade-
mark contemporary dance vocabulary, the emerging 
troupe has garnered increasing recognition in Taiwan 
and on the international stage, receiving invitations to 
join international choreography contests and dance 
festivals. Hung Dance had f inished 72 per formances, 
visited 35 cities and 15 nations. 
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漂鳥舞蹈平台介紹  ST R AY  B I R D S  DA N C E  P L AT F O R M

Stray Birds Dance Platform is the brainchild of Hung 
Dance Artistic Director Lai Hung-Chung, bringing 
together aspiring young dancers and choreographers 
to inspire brand new horizons through collaboration. 
On the other hand, outstanding dance pieces that have 
already been unveiled are also invited to per form on 
this platform. In a nutshell ,  the platform offers a stage 
for diverse, innovate choreographies to be seen. 

The phrase Stray Birds refer to migratory birds that 
move from place to place depending on the changing 
climate and season; on the other hand, it  also 
possesses implied meanings such as self-realization, 
diverse observation, and experience. In l ight of this,  
the Stray Birds Platform encourages al l  the dancers to 
unleash their boundless creativity without any 
constraints in an effort to produce choreographies 
with their personal perspectives and styles, thereby 
sparking diverse creativit ies in the process. It  is hoped 
that the prowess of young Taiwanese dancers and 
choreographers wil l  receive more exposure so that 
their dance pieces can be showcased around the 
world. Hopefully,  they wil l  be able to interact and share 
experiences with foreign dancers and choreographers 
who are invited to per form on the platform. 

often feel trapped in their own l itt le bubbles because 
of different morality,  a different belief,  different ideal,  
and different responsibil ity.  We say to ourselves that 
we can’t always follow our heart and do whatever we 
want to do in order to chase the dream. We are trapped 
in the cage we build for ourselves. In this work, the 
female dancer wears a special headpiece called “Ling 
Zi” .  Its long pheasant tai l  feathers often were worn on 
warriors’ helmets in traditional Chinese opera in order 
to present the warriors’ power and skil l .  In this duet, 
“Ling Zi” presents an image of a bird, an extension of 
inner emotions, a desire to escape from reality.  “Ling 
ZI’ ’  swings around as the dancer moves through space 
to express the real struggles and battle on the inside.

演職人員名單  MEMBERS LIST

 /  
Artistic Director / Platform LeaderHung-Chung LAI

choreographersHung-Chung LAI, I-Han CHENG, 
Chia-Hsien SU, Zong-Ling LI, Yu-Hsuan HUNG, 
Chieh-Kai KUO, Tzu-Wen HO, Li-An HSU.

dancersI-Han CHENG, Ling-Yi CHIEN, 
Ge-Zhe CHEN, He-Yi KUO, Li-An HSU, Chieh- Kai KUO, 
Liang-Chieh CHUANG, Zi-Yin ZEN, Tzu-Wen HO,
Ying-Chieh LU, Jia-Ling TSIA, Meng-Yuan LIU, 
Ting-Jhen HE, Tz-Shiun JIAN
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Stage ManagerWei- Chang Liu

Lighting DesignerJi-Xiong XU

Visual DesignerMin-Han CHANG

Visual Designer & Stills PhotographerTerry LIN

 
FilmingShih-Hao LIU

ProducerFan-Hua LEE

Assistant ProducerYi-De LIN

Administration StaffYa-Yun HSIAH, Ya-An HSIAH 

Front Stage StaffMing-Chieh TSOU, Yu-Chen CHEN, 
Yu-Shan CHANG

 
BarTenderCharlie HSIEH

未來演出資訊 COMING SOON

2020 01.03-05 
 NPAC Experimental Theater  

《優雅之外》
Out Of Elegant

                                      
兩廳院購票系統
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2020 06.05-07 
 Wellspring Theater

 

《再・見》
See You
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Hung Dance Offical Webside

Instagram / Facebook

 @Hungdancetaiwan 
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